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Product Offerings

Custom Bespoke Albums
8x8” Albums with 10 or 20 page options 
Customizable options for the cover in linen or leather. Several colors.
Upgrade to custom image acrylic cover for additional fee

Desktop Fine Art Products
Acrylic Blocks:
Beautiful 1” thick solid acrylic freestanding block with your image fine 
art printed onto the piece. Perfect for gifts. Display on desks, shelves, 
window sill or wherever you choose to have a lovely smaller reminder 
of your furry or feathered family member. Square or rectangular options.

Desktop Fine Art Products
Curved Metal:
Another gorgeous freestanding smaller fine art option. Just like our 
stunning wall art options, our desktop o�ering is a vibrant image 
printed onto a curved aluminum. Several size options to choose from. 
Another great gift option for giving or as a personal keepsake.
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Wall Art
All wall art is museum quality and archival. Custom created just for 
you by Christine. Options all come ready to hang. 

Choose from aluminum, acrylic, framed canvas or museum styled 
matted and framed gallery print in various sizes from 12x18” up to 
40x60” available. Most clients defer to Christine to frame your 
artwork in what she thinks best compliments your artwork, 
however you are welcome to suggest preferences.

Three di�erent Collection options are available for all above mediums. 
Please see price & products guide for specifics.

Product Offerings

Metal:
Metal prints are images archivally 
printed directly onto a 1/8” thick 
aluminum sheet. These can be 
done in five di�erent surface 
options, with a high gloss finish 
being the more popular. The 
colors are vibrant and saturated. 
These pieces are very clean 
edged and allow one to focus 
solely on the art image itself.

Acrylic:
A sleek and modern treatment 
for your dazzling images. Acrylic 
Prints are beautiful photo prints 
face-mounted to plexiglass with 
polished edges. O�ered with a 
variety of ultra-modern mount-
ing options. Again, like metals, 
this is a frameless option, so 
you focus solely on the artwork 
itself.

Framed Canvas:
Fine Art Canvas Wraps are 
printed directly onto muse-
um-quality canvas material 
using high-quality archival inks. 
Your choice of Glossy or Lustre 
Laminate is applied to each 
piece to protect the surface of 
the print. Currently there are 
two frame profiles from which to 
choose (slim or wedge) in a 
handful of color options.

Matted & Framed Fine Art Print: 
This is the quintessential and 
traditional photograph printed 
on paper and matted and 
framed. Choose from a tradition-
al glossy or lustre finished print 
with white mat(s) and simple 
black wood frame, printed on 
watercolor paper with a deckled 
edge float mounted on a white 
or complimentary colored mat 
and simple wood frame. 


